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Abstract
The heating neutral beam injectors (HNBs) of ITER are designed to deliver 16.7MWof 1MeVD0 or
0.87MeVH0 to the ITERplasma for up to 3600 s. Theywill be themost powerful neutral beam(NB)
injectors ever, delivering higher energyNBs to the plasma in a tokamak for longer than any previous
systems have done. The design of theHNBs is based on the acceleration and neutralisation of negative
ions as the efficiency of conversion of accelerated positive ions is so low at the required energy that a
realistic design is not possible, whereas the neutralisation ofH− andD− remains acceptable (≈56%).

The design of a long pulse negative ion based injector is inherentlymore complicated than that of
short pulse positive ion based injectors because:

• negative ions are harder to create so that they can be extracted and accelerated from the ion source;

• electrons can be co-extracted from the ion source alongwith the negative ions, and their
accelerationmust beminimised tomaintain an acceptable overall accelerator efficiency;

• negative ions are easily lost by collisions with the background gas in the accelerator;

• electrons created in the extractor and accelerator can impinge on the extraction and acceleration
grids, leading to high power loads on the grids;

• positive ions are created in the accelerator by ionisation of the background gas by the accelerated
negative ions and the positive ions are back-accelerated into the ion source creating amassive power
load to the ion source;

• electrons that are co-accelerated with the negative ions can exit the accelerator and deposit power on
various downstreambeamline components.

The design of the ITERHNBs is further complicated because ITER is a nuclear installationwhich
will generate very largefluxes of neutrons and gamma rays. Consequently all the injector components
have to survive in that harsh environment. Additionally the beamline components and theNB cell,
where the beams are housed, will be activated and allmaintenancewill have to be performed remotely.

This paper describes the designof theHNB injectors, but not the associatedpower supplies, cooling
system, cryogenic systemetc, or thehigh voltage bushingwhich separates the vacuumof the beamline
from thehighpressure SF6 of thehigh voltage (1MV) transmission line, throughwhich thepower, gas and
coolingwater are supplied to the beamsource.Also themagneticfield reduction system is not described.
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1. Background, basic parameters and basic design principles

ITERwill initially be equippedwith 2 heating neutral beam injectors (HNBs) that are designed to deliver
33.3 MWof either 1 MeVD0 or 0.87 MeVH0 to the ITERplasma for up to 3600 s. A thirdHNBmay be installed
at a later date. The beam energy needs to be above≈300 keV in order to deposit the power inside theH-mode
transport barrier when ITER is in the so-called ‘H-mode’. D0 orH0 beams can only be created at such energies
with an acceptable efficiency by the neutralisation of acceleratedD− orH−. The choice of 1 MeV as theD0 beam
energy is a compromise between the need to deposit power across theminor radius of the ITERplasma and to
drive current in the plasma and the technological difficulties of developing the high voltage power supply and
producing the required acceleratedD− current density.When an accelerator optimised forD− and the required
accelerated current of 40 A at 1 MeV is operatedwithH−, optimised beamoptics are achieved at 870 kVwith an
accelerated current of 46 A. The neutralisation, beam transmission and other losses in the beamlinewill be
similar forH− andD−, and the injectedH0 orD0 power should be 33MWfrom the 2HNBs.H0 beamswill be
used in the early, non-nuclear, phases of ITERoperation. Operation inH− is expected to be essentially the same
aswithD−, so, for simplicity, onlyD− operation is discussed in the following text. Figure 1 shows a general view
of anHNB.

The actual characteristics of the beam from the ITERHNBbeam source are not yet known, therefore for
design purposes they have to be assumed, with the assumptions based on experimental data from existing high
energy negative ion beam systems. The general requirements for the beamline component design are:maximum
beamduration 1 h, beamlet divergence of 3, 5 or 7 mradwith 15%of the power in each beamlet carried by a
‘halo’ fractionwith a divergence of 30 mrad. A beamlet divergence of 3 mrad and 40 A of acceleratedD−would
lead to?16.5 MWbeing injected into ITERperHNB and to excessive power densities on some beamline
components and a fatigue life for some components that is shorter than the lifetime of ITER. Therefore if the
beamlet divergence is found to be≈3 mrad, the acceleratedD− powerwill be reduced such that ‘only’ 16.5 MW
is delivered to the ITERplasma perHNB,which avoids both the excessive power densities and the short fatigue
lives.

In addition to the above, for design purposes it is assumed that the beammay be horizontallymisaligned by
�±2 mrad, and verticallymisaligned by�±4 mrad and that the beam can be tilted by�±10 mrad from the
nominal downward inclination of 49.2 mrad.

The ITER ion source is an extrapolation of the radio frequency (RF) driven negative ion source developed at
IPP, Garching, Germany [1] attached to amulti-aperture extractor and a 5 stage,multi-aperture, electrostatic
accelerator. The ion source is held at−1MVand theD− is accelerated up to ground potential. AsD− is easily lost
by collisions withD2 in the extractor and accelerator, tominimise the losses the pressure at the accelerator exit is
kept as low as possible by separating the accelerator from the neutraliser to allow the gas exiting both the
accelerator and the neutraliser to be pumped away from the gap between the two components.

The beam emerging from the neutraliser will consist of≈56%D0 and 22%each ofD− andD+, and the
charged particles are removed from the beamby the residual ion dump (RID). The neutral beam (NB) leaving
the RID can be intercepted on aV-shaped calorimeter, or the two panelsmaking up theV can be rotated so that

Figure 1.Computer generated cut-away view of an ITERHNBbeamline. The blue rectangles above and below theNB vessel are
magnetic field compensation coils.
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they sit either side of the beam so that theNB can continue towards the plasma in ITER. The calorimeter
intercepts the beamduring the commissioning of the system.With the calorimeter open, the beam enters the
duct to ITER andfinally the ITER vessel. A cooled scraper at the exit of theHNBvacuumvessel prevents direct
beam interception on the vessel7, and cooled panels in the duct catch divergent parts of the beamand any
charged particles created by collisions between the beamand residual gas in the duct. Immediately after the beam
exits the injector vessel it passes through a fast shutter (FS) and an absolute valve (AV). The former is normally
closedwhen there is no injection into ITER and it prevents the ingress of unwanted gas into the injector. TheAV
can be used to isolate the injector from the ITER should there be a vacuum fault in either of them.

The components of theHNBs are all designed to be capable of operating throughout the lifetimeof ITER, taking
into accountmaterial ageing, creep and fatigue. The total expected beam-on timeof anHNB is�1.98×107 s,with
�5.0×104 beam-on/off pulses and�4.5×105 electrical breakdowns in the extractor and accelerator [2].

To avoid the adverse effects of any additionalmagnetic fields on the performance of the beam source and any
significant deflection of the charge particles in the upstreamof the RID, it is essential tominimise the stray field
from ITERupstreamof theRID. Themagnetic field reduction system is composed of a total thickness of
150 mmof soft iron surrounding theHNBvacuumvessel and a set of activefield compensation coils located
above and below the injector. The design of that system is not discussed below.

Themain beamline components, i.e. the neutraliser, the RID and the calorimeter are placed upon adjustable
beds on the bottomof theHNBvacuumvessel. These allows the components to be displaced by±40 mm
horizontally and±20 mmaxially, which allows them to be accurately aligned inside the vacuumvessel with
respect to the beam axis.

2. The beam source

The beam source, which consists of the ion source, the extractor, the accelerator, the grid support structure,
overall adjustment of the beamaiming and position, and the beam source tiltingmechanism, is designed for the
production of beam for up to 3600 s. Therefore all internal parts facing charged particles, either plasma, ions or
electrons, are subjected to heat loadswhich require active cooling. The highest power loads are on the
acceleration grids and the rear back-plates of the ion source. (The latter is due to back-streaming positive ions.)
The power to each of the acceleration grids is>1.2 MW, and the power to the ion source back-plates is≈1MW.
The localmaximumpower density on the acceleration grids and the extraction grid (EG) is of the order of
10MWm−2, (see section 4). Themaximumpower density on the ion source back-plates due to the back-
streaming positive ions is calculated to be≈60MWm−2 [3].

In order to cool the high power density regions, small cooling ducts are embedded in the thickness of the
copper (Cu) grids with the thickness of the Cu layer on the power receiving side reduced to about 1.5 mm in
order tomaximise the efficiency of power removal with an acceptable surface temperature. Such a configuration
is obtained bymachining the channels into aCu baseplate followed by electro-deposition of copper to close the
top of the cooling channel and to form the final required thickness of Cu above the cooling channels.

2.1. Ion source
TheRF ion source is composed of a rectangular ‘expansion chamber’, three caesium (Cs) ovens, and 8 cylindrical
‘drivers’ attached to the rear wall of the expansion chamber. A ‘bias plate’ and thefirst grid of the extractor (the
plasm grid) form the frontwall of the source.

Each driver consists of a ceramic cylindermountedwith its axis horizontal, a Faraday screen inside the
cylinder, ametal back-plate that closes both the rear end of the Faraday cage and the ceramic cylinder, a coil
wound around the ceramic cylinder and a directly heated tungsten ‘starter’filament. Thefields generated inside
the Faraday cage by the RF applied to the coils togetherwith electrons from the starter filament ionise the gas and
create plasma inside the Faraday cage. Once initiated, the starter filaments can be turned off as the RF power
alone suffices to sustain the plasma. Thefield frompermanentmagnets embedded in the back-plate of the driver
minimises plasma loss to the back-plate. Plasmaflows fromopen end of the driver into the expansion chamber.
Caesium (Cs) from the ovens is injected into the expansion chamber and deposited on thewalls of the expansion
chamber, the plasma grid (PG) and the bias plate. It is necessary to haveCs on the PG as that reduces its work
function and allows negative ions to bemore easily createdwhen atoms and positive ions from the plasma in the
expansion chamber impinge on the PG. An essential feature of the ion source is the current of<4 kA thatwill
flow from the top to the bottomof the PG. That current creates a horizontalmagnetic field in front of the PG
which inhibits theflowof electrons to, and through, the PG, thus reducing the extracted electron current (see
section 3).

7
The scraper, which ismade ofwater cooled copper panels, is not described further in this paper.
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All themetal surfaces facing the plasma inside the ion source aremade of copper (Cu) that is coatedwith
molybdenum. The sputtering yield forD+ and +D2 incident onMo is verymuch lower than that for Cu, so the
Mo coatingminimises any sputteringwhich could otherwise contaminate theCs layer on the PG. In general the
coating is achieved by plasma vapour deposition and the layer thickness is≈5×10−6 m. The exceptions are the
back-plates of the expansion chamber and the drivers. On those an explosion bonding techniquewill be used to
create a coating 1 mm thick, which is calculated to be the thickness needed to ensure that the coating is not
compromised by sputtering due to back-streaming positive ionswithin the foreseen lifetime of ITER [4].

2.2. Extractor and accelerator
The extractor and accelerator consist of sets ofmulti-aperture grids at various potentials between−1MVand
0 V. each grid is supported from the upstream and downstream grid by sets of cylindrical ceramic ‘post
insulators’ situated around the periphery of the grid support structure (see figure 2). Each end of each post
insulator is enclosedwithin an electrostatic shield so that electric field at the triple point (the junction between
the ceramic, themetal and vacuum) isminimised as it is known that highfields at the triple point can induce high
voltage breakdowns. The grounded grid (GG) is supported from a transversemetal beam above the beam source
in the beam source vessel (BSV) and below by the beam source tiltingmechanism. The lower support can be
moved to tilt thewhole beam source about the upper support beam in order to tilt the accelerated beamupwards
or downwards by the required±9 mrad.

The extractor consists of two grids, the PG and the EG, followed by 5 acceleration grids.When producing a
1MeVbeam, the PG is at−1MV, the EG at≈−0.99 MV, and the following acceleration grids at−0.8,−0.6,
−0.4,−0.2 and 0MV. The last grid is usually referred to as the ‘GG’. A negative ion exiting the ion source
through one of the apertures in the PG is accelerated in the resultant electric field towards the EG and it will then
pass through the corresponding aperture in the EG. The ion is then further accelerated towards the next
acceleration grid and so on until it passes through the final, grid, which is at ground potential.Magnetic fields in
the extractor and accelerator deflect electrons so that fewmanage to pass through the downstream grids, thus
minimising the useless acceleration of electrons (see section 3).

All the grids are≈1.6 mhigh and≈0.8 mwide. They consist of four segments stacked vertically, each
≈0.4 m×≈0.8 m, for alignment andmanufacturing reasons. Each grid has 1280 apertures, 320 per segment.
The apertures are arranged in 16 rectangular arrays, eachwith 5 vertical columns of 16 apertures. In the case of
the EG and the acceleration grids, except the 0 kV grid, it is required to embed permanentmagnets in the grids
(see section 3). The channels to accommodate themagnets are formed in a similar way to the cooling channels,
but on the downstream side of the baseplate.

Themechanical design fulfils several different requirements for themost heated components, particularly:

• maximum temperature (200 °C), to keep acceptablemechanical properties in the copper;

• an acceptable stress distribution in the copper;

Figure 2.Computer generated cut-away views of theHNBbeam source.
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• a fatigue life (5×104 beamon-off cycles) that satisfies the ITERdesign standards;

• acceptable thermal deformation of grids.

To ensure the required beamoptics (see section 4), the relative positions of the apertures in the PG, EG and
theGGmust befixedwithin�±0.2 mm,which is very difficult with the large structures concerned. The
positions of the apertures in the other gridsmust be alignedwith the expected beamlet axes, but the alignment is
less critical as the apertures in those grids form veryweak, or no, electrostatic lenses. To obtain the required
alignment accuracy requires very accuratemachining of the dowels, the dowel hole and slot, and the apertures,
and precise temperature control of theworkpiece duringmachining. The assembly and positioning procedure
must ensure that each segment of each grid is positionedwith respect to a reference coordinate with sufficient
accuracy. To achieve that each of the 4 grid segments isfixed into a supporting plate that is attached to the grid
support, and each grid segment and the supporting plate will be preciselymachinedwith two calibrated dowels
thatfix the position of each segmentwhen it is assembled onto the support plate. One dowel passes through a
precisionmachined hole in the segment on the coolingwater inlet side, whilst the other passes through a
precisionmachined slot on thewater outlet side. The dowel hole and the axis of the dowel slot are located at the
segment vertical centreline, which allows free thermal expansion across the segment under nominal conditions.
Adjusting elements between the external flanges and the support plates will allowhorizontal and vertical
adjustment of each grid even at the end of the assembly, in order tomatch the demanding alignment
requirements.

As ismentioned in sections 3 and 4, stripping losses inside theHNB accelerators are significant, and they
must beminimised. Thatmeans that the grid supports have to be as ‘open’ as possible to gasflow, so that the
accelerator is pumped efficiently. Therefore the gaps between adjacent grid support structures have been
maximised and the surfacesmade as smooth as possible.

Once the assembled beam source ismounted in the BSV and operational, its positionmust be adjustable in
order to ensure that the extracted beampasses optimally through the neutraliser and the RID (see sections 5 and
6). Also, calculations show that beams can excite toroidal Alfvén eigenmodes [5], resulting in a degradation of
the confinement of a plasma in a tokamak. Tilting the beam source, thus tilting the beam,means that the
positions of the beams in the ITERplasmamove vertically, reducing the overlap between beams fromdifferent
HNBs, whichmay allow thosemodes to be avoided.

Figure 2 gives a cut-away view of the beam source that allows some of the features discussed above to be
appreciated. The physics aspects of this accelerator are described in detail in [6], whereas themore technical
aspects are described in [7].

3.Magnetic configuration of the beam source

Magnetic fields in the beam source play an essential role in the performance of the ion source, in determining the
extracted electron current and in the control of electrons created in the accelerator:

3.1. ‘Long range’magneticfield in the ion source, extractor and accelerator
In the plasma source, a transverse ‘filterfield’upstreamof the PG is necessary to reduce the losses ofD− due to
‘fast’ electron collisions and the number of co-extracted electrons. However the field can also affect the plasma
homogeneity in front of the PG and the extractedD− current density. Based on experience with the sources at
IPPGarching, amagnetic filterfield strength between 2 and 4 mT is required upstreamof the PG. Asmentioned
above, thefieldwill be produced by a currentflowing in the PG, but if the strength of the field so induced is
>2 mT in the drivers it can affect the plasma production in the drivers.

On the downstream side of the PG (in the extractor and accelerator) a transverse ‘long-range field’ is needed
to deflect electrons generated in the plasma onto the next downstream grid to avoid useless acceleration of such
electrons, to reduce the power to the grid, and tominimise the heat load on the downstreambeamline
components, especially the cryopumps, due to energetic electrons exiting the accelerator.

The current design of themagnetic field both inside the ion source and in the extractor and accelerator has
been obtained by optimising the geometry of the current-feeding bus-bars. The nominal PG current is≈3 kA for
hydrogen operation and≈4 kA for deuteriumoperation.

3.2. Electron suppression in the EG, configuration andfield compensation
‘Electron suppressionmagnets’ (ESMs), which are embedded in the EG are arranged in horizontal rows between
the rows of apertures. They are polarised parallel to the beamdirection, and the polarity alternates between
adjacent rows. This layout produces a vertical component of the induction field (By) characterised by two
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symmetric peaks of opposing polarity along the axis of each beamlet. Thefield upstreamof the EG is calculated
to be sufficient to deflect the co-extracted electrons onto the EG.Unfortunately, themagnetic field of the ESMs
would also induce an undesired ‘zig-zag’ deflection of the extracted and accelerated ions, the direction of which
alternates from aperture row to aperture row. To afirst approximation, the angular deflection is proportional to
the net value of the integral ofBy along the ion trajectory from the starting point, i.e. themeniscus at the PG
aperture, to the point at which thefield becomes negligible. That deflection, whichwould be≈±3 mrad,must be
corrected in order to avoid beam loses downstreamof the accelerator. That is achieved by embedding a second
set ofmagnets in the EG (referred to as ADCMbelow)which are placed vertically beside each aperture of the EG
andmagnetised along the vertical direction. Their effect is to increase themagnetic field produced by the ESMs
on the upstream side of the EG, and to decrease it on the downstream side, which is calculated to eliminate the
net deflection of the ions [8].

3.3. ESMs in thefirst 4 acceleration grids
Simulations have shown that, in addition to the long-range field in the accelerator, amagnetic field is needed
inside the accelerator to deflect electrons away from the ion trajectory so that themajority of them impinge on
thefirst acceleration grid downstreamof their creation point, whichminimises the number of electrons that can
pass through the apertures in the grids and the consequent further acceleration of those electrons. The required
magnetic field is created partially by the long rangefield from the current through the PG and partially by
magnets above and below each rowof apertures in all the acceleration grids except theGG [6]. Thosemagnets are
polarised parallel and antiparallel to the beamdirection. The net result is a reduction in the heat load to the grids
and amore uniform distribution of the power amongst the grids thanwhen themagnets are absent.

4. Extractor and accelerator optics

As shown infigure 3, the beam is composed of 1280 ‘beamlets’ formed by extracting theD− from1280 apertures
in the PG. Every grid of the extractor and accelerator is subdivided into 4 vertically stacked segments, each of
which is composed of 4 aperture groups. The result is amatrix of 16 aperture groups, arranged in 4 columns of 4
beamgroups. Each beam group consists of 5×16 apertures (a total of 1280 apertures). The apertures are
separated by 20 mm in the horizontal direction and 22 mm in the vertical direction.

4.1. Beamlet steering
For optimumbeam transmission through the neutraliser, the RID, and theNBduct, all beamlets within a single
groupmust be horizontally pointed to the centre of the exit of the relevant RID channel, at 7.2 m from theGG,

Figure 3.Aperture pattern on theGG (left-hand side) and beamlet aiming of theHNB accelerator for ITER (right-hand side).
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and the beam from each segmentmust be tilted in such away that they coincide in the duct, at 25.4 m from the
GG [9], see figure 3.

The steering of the beams from the accelerator will be performed as follows [6]:

(1) Orientation (tilting) of the segments of each grid in the vertical plane so that they all point at the vertical
centre of theNBduct (see section 10) exit when the beam source is in its nominal, un-tilted, position.

(2) Orienting the beam groups horizontally by machining of the grid segments so that they point at the vertical
centreline of the exit of the appropriate channel in theRID.

(3) The≈±3 mrad zig-zag pattern caused by the ESMs in the EG is compensated for by the ADCMmagnets, as
discussed in section 3.2.

(4) The outward deflection of beamlets due to the space–charge interaction between them is compensated for
by attaching 3 mm thick ‘kerbs’ (see figure 4) around each aperture group on the downstream side of the
EG. The edges of the kerbs are rounded to avoid electric field enhancement on sharp edges.

(5) The steering of the beamlets within each group to the centre of the RID channel exit is performed by
attaching kerbs of the same design as those on the EG to the downstream side of the first 4 acceleration grids.

The interaction between beam groups, the influence of the grid supports, the additional lensing effect caused
by the non-flat grid surfaces and aperture centring require some fine adjustments to the kerb design.

4.2.Design of the plasma and EGs
The present design of the extractor, which is the combination of the PG and the EG, ensures a calculated
clearance between the beamand the grid surfaces of 0.9 mm [6]. The extraction gap is 6 mm. Themagnetic field
from the ESMs deflects the co-extracted electrons onto the upstream surface of the EG, but due to electron
backscattering and secondary electron production, therewill be some electron ‘leakage’ through the EG
apertures, which is calculated to be<2%of the extracted electrons.

4.3. Accelerator
For the 5-stage accelerator allmetal-to-metal gaps are chosen to be�85 mm to ensure good voltage holding
[10, 11]. 3 mm thick kerbs (see figure 4)will be attached to the downstream surface of the grids to steer the
beamlets, so the gap between the apertures in neighbouring grids will be 88 mm. The grids are subject to high
thermal load of�20MWm−2 from the electrons and intercepted fast atoms and ions (fast atoms are created by
stripping of theD− in the accelerator), and it was found necessary to enhance the cooling efficiency by splitting
the coolingwater channel as shown infigure 5.Nevertheless the grids will bend under the power load. The
chosen thickness of the acceleration grids is 17 mm,which is calculated to keep themaximumout-of-plane
bending to<0.8 mm [12].

4.4. Single beamlet optics
Using the code SLACCAD [13, 14] (a cylindrically symmetric Poisson solver), it is found thatwith an extracted
current density of 284 Am−2D− particles and zero ion temperature the single beamlet rms divergence will be 2
mrad, and that the clearance between beamlet and the aperture in the EG is 1.2 mm.With the gas density profile
calculated using the view factor based codeAVOCADO [15] the stripping losses are calculated to be 29%, so that

Figure 4.Kerb design. Kerbswill be fitted to the downstream side of the EG and thefirst 4 acceleration grids.
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the current density at the exit of the accelerator then becomes the 203 Am−2, which corresponds to aD− current
of 40 A at the exit of theGG, i.e. with an energy of 1 MeV. Simulating an ion temperature of≈0.5 eV in
SLACCAD increases the optimum rms divergence to 3.4 mrad.

4.5. Stray particles
The EAMCC [3] code is used to calculate the powers, power densities and currents associatedwith secondary
particles created in the accelerator. EAMCC tracks the stray particles in prescribed electric andmagnetic fields
and considers collisions with gas and accelerator grids, secondary electron production and electron back-
scattering. Also particles passing through neighbouring apertures are correctly followed.

4.5.1. Back-streaming positive ions
Positive ions,mainly +D2 andD+, are created in the accelerator by stripping reactions ofD− on background gas
and ionisation of background gas byD− [16]. Irrespective of the configuration of themagnetic field in the
accelerator, it is found that≈1MWof back-streaming positive ion power is produced,most of whichwill load
the back plates of the ion source.

4.5.2. Electrons and secondary electrons
Electrons are created in the accelerator by stripping reactions ofD− on background gas and ionisation of
background gas byD−, and by interaction of stray ions, neutrals and electronswith surfaces in the accelerator. If
nomagnetic fields other than thefield from that of the ESMs in the EG are present in the accelerator, electrons
created downstreamof the EG are accelerated and transmitted out of the accelerator together with the negative
ions; a calculated electron power of≈5MWwould exit the accelerator. However, themagnetic fields present in
the accelerator deflect the electrons onto the grid downstreamof their creation point, preventing further
acceleration and strongly decreasing the electron power at the exit of the accelerator, although the heat load on
the intercepting grids is increased. Additionally the aperture diameters in the first 2 acceleration grids has been
set to 14 mm,whichmaximises the electron interceptionwhilst having a negligible interception of the
acceleratedD−. The diameters of the apertures in the downstream acceleration grids are 16 mm.

4.5.3. Beamlet ‘halo’
It is found experimentally the acceleratedD− beamlets have a ‘halo’, i.e. a high divergence fraction (perhaps
≈10%) of theD− in the beamlet have a divergencemuch higher than themain part of the beamlet, e.g. 30 mrad.
(To be conservative a 15%halo is assumed for the beamline component design, as noted in section 1.)The halo is
simulated in EAMCCby starting an additional 8%of the negative ions from an annulus around each aperture on
themetal surfaces on the downstream side of the PG [17]. (As caesium from the ion source canmigrate to the
downstream surface of the PG, conversion of neutral Do toD−must occur.) Such particles are then accelerated
and transmittedwith high divergence through the accelerator, butmany are intercepted on the downstream
grids.

4.5.4. Power to the extractor and accelerator, back-streaming ion power and the power exiting theGG
Figure 6 shows the power loads on the various grid of the extractor and accelerator, the power fromback-
streaming positive ions into the ion source, and the power (exceptD−) transmitted through theGG into the
beamline vessel as calculated by EAMCC.

Figure 5.Two cooling channels in one of the acceleration grids.
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5.Neutraliser and electron dumps

Particles exiting the accelerator include electrons, D0 andD+ as well asD−. Fast D0 andD+ are created by
stripping of theD− in the extractor and accelerator. TheD0 that are not so divergent that they hit one of the grids
will exit the accelerator, as will theD+with sufficient energy to overcome the retarding field downstreamof their
birth point. TheD0 andD+ that exit the accelerator will continue along the beamline and enter the neutraliser,
with someD0 being converted toD+ by collisions withD2 in the gap between the accelerator and the neutraliser.
Themost dangerous particles exiting the accelerator are electrons as theywill carry a substantial power. The
back-scattering of electrons frommetal surfaces is significant, and after>2 backscattering events some electrons
could reach the thermal load sensitive panels of the cryopumps (see section 7). In theHNBs the electrons exiting
the accelerator are deflected downwards by the long-rangemagnetic field from the beam source (see section 3) so
thatmost of them are lost on a cooled electron dump below the entrance to the neutraliser and on the bottomof
the neutraliser [18]. Other electron dumps are deployed at each side of the neutraliser entrance and on the vessel
walls to catchmost of the back-scattered electrons, see section 5.2.

The neutraliser and the electron dumps are water cooled, with the cooling channels being created in the
various panel by deep drilling.Where the channel length is>1 m, the channels are drilled fromboth ends. The
expectedmaximumdrill deviation of 1 mm is fully compatible with the thickness of the panels. If enhanced
cooling is required, and the channel is created by drilling from each end, a section of twisted tape is inserted from
each end of the channel. That is the case for the leading edge elements of the neutraliser [19].

5.1. The neutraliser
Neutralisation is achieved via collisions withD2 inside the ‘neutraliser’, the relevant reactions being:

+  + ¼- ( )D D D , 12
0

+  + ¼- + ( )D D D , 22

+  + ¼+ ( )D D D , 30
2

whereK represents all other possible products of the reaction. To reduce the neutraliser lengthwhist keeping
the gasflow into the neutraliser needed for the optimumneutralisation of the beam, the neutraliser is divided
into 4 adjacent vertical channels and the gas is addedmidway along the neutraliser channel from5 vertically
disposed nozzles. Each channel is of rectangular cross-section, 3 m long, 1.7 mhigh, 105 mmwide at the beam
entrance, and 90 mmwide at the exit of the channel, see figure 7. The channels walls are formed by 5 panels each
made up of three 1 m long panels of oxygen free copper that is cooled bywaterflowing in deep drilled channels in
thewalls (a totalflowof 55 kg s−1), and themaximum temperature of theCu is kept below 150 °C.The out of
plane deformation caused by the thermal loads is calculated to be<2 mm). The thermal stress due to the beam-
on/off cycles causes fatigue, but, because the beamoff time is short during a breakdown (�0.1 s), the Cu
temperature change is such that the thermal stress is low and it does not significantly impact the fatigue life.
Overall the fatigue life consumption over the ITER lifetime is 7%of that available in themost loaded panel [19].
The inlet water temperature will be 38 °Cand the pressure drop through the cooling circuit will be 0.4 MPa. The
maximumoutlet water temperature is calculated to be 70 °C.

The panel location and thickness are compatible with the beamaiming requirements; in particular the
neutraliser entrance is located 1.9 mdownstreamof theGG, and the exit is 0.5 mupstreamof the RID

Figure 6.Power loads on the EG, the acceleration grids, power fromback-streaming positive and the power exiting the accelerator
(exceptD−) as calculated by EAMCC. (AG1, AG2, AG3 andAG4 are the acceleration grids at−.8,−.6,−.4 and−0.2°MV
respectively.)
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(see section 6). The gas exiting the neutraliser into the gaps between the neutraliser and the RID and the beam
source is pumped away by the 2 cryopumps each side of the beamline (see section 7).

At the entrance to the neutraliser the channel walls are protected from the beam ions and neutrals and the
fast electrons by ‘leading edge elements’ (LEs). The LEswill intercept power densities of�5MWm−2 and a
maximumpower of 0.3 MW.The actively cooled LEs consist of CuCrZr bars with a rounded shape on the
upstream sidewith an 18 mmdiameter, 1.8 m long vertical cooling channel. Twisted tapeswith a 70 mmpitch
inside the cooling channels promotewater turbulence. Finite element simulations show that with subcooled
nucleate boiling conditions the critical heat flux condition is 17MWm−2 assuming the Yagov correlation [2].

5.2. Electron dumps
Two louvre-like copper (Cu)panels are placed on each side of the neutraliser entrance and another electron
dumppanel is located below the neutraliser entrance, see figure 7. The louvre-like panels intercept some of the
electrons exiting the accelerator and electrons back-scattered from the neutraliser and then from the
downstreampart of the beam source, its support structure or the vacuumvessel, reducing the electron power to
the cryopumps from≈100 to<1 kW [20]. These electron dump panels are positioned so as to allow the
maximumgasflow to the cryopumps in order to reduce asmuch as possible the gas pressure between the beam
source and the neutraliser. Themaximumpower density expected on the panels is calculated to be
0.17 MWm−2. The panels furthest out from the neutraliser aremounted on stainless steel(SS) support frames
that can be rotated towards the neutraliser after theflow and returnwater lines have been cut. That is necessary
to achieve the requiredminimumclearance (90 mm) between the panels and the cryopumps if the neutraliser is
lifted out of theHNB formaintenance [19].

Cu ‘electron dump’ panels are also attached to thewalls of the vacuumvessel upstreamof the cryopumps,
which prevent reflected electrons impinging on the vacuumvessel.

6. Residual ion dump

Asmentioned in section 1, the beam emerging from the neutraliser will consist of≈56%D0 and≈22% each of
D− andD+ (the ‘residual’ ions). The residual ions,must be removed from the beam in a controlledway inside
the injector to avoid their deflection into thewalls of the duct between the injector and ITERby the stray
magnetic field from ITER, as thatwould lead to an unacceptable power load to thewalls of the duct and an
unacceptable level of re-ionisation of theNB (see section 11.3). Unlike in previousNB injectors, in theHNBs this
will be done electrostatically rather thanmagnetically. The RID consists of 5 panels forming 4 vertical channels
in linewith thewalls of the neutraliser channels.−20 kV is applied to the 2nd and 4th panels (counting fromone
side of the RID) and the ions entering the channels are deflected left or right depending on their charge, see
figure 8.With this arrangement the RIDfits within the limited available height and it spreads the charged
particles over the 8 surfaces of the RID channels, reducing the peak power density on the panels. Should the
beamoptics be better than anticipated, an oscillating voltage can be added to the voltage on the 2nd and 4th
panel to sweep the beamback and forward on all the panels. The effect of sweeping the additional voltage is to

Figure 7. Section view of the neutraliser and the electron dumps.
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decrease themaximumaverage power density with a (very optimistic) 3 mrad beamlet divergence, with no halo
fraction, from>8 (≈7)MWm−2 to≈6 (5)MWm−2. (The numbers in parentheses refer to the case when the
beamlet divergence is 3 mrad and the beampower is reduced to keep the injected power to 16.5 MWperHNB.)

TheRIDpanels are 1.8 m long, 1.7 mhigh. The entrance to the RID is 0.5 mdownstreamof the neutraliser
exit, 5.4 m from theGG centre. The power density profile on the panels used for thermo-mechanical
calculations corresponds to a 5%power excess to cater for possible changes in the neutralisation target. Each
RIDpanel ismade of 18CuCrZr elements, with 4 cooling channels inside each element. Twisted tapes (70 mm
twist pitch) inside the cooling channels act as a turbulence promoter and subcooled nucleate boiling can occur.
Theflow rate division amongst the elements of the panels is to be realised by varying the thicknesses of the
twisted tapes in the cooling channels, with largerflow rates through themore heated elements [21]. The panel
thickness is set at 22 mmand the diameter of the cooling channels in the elements is 14 mmWith that drill
diameter a channel deviation of±1 mm is obtained for a drilling depth of 1 m, so resulting inmetal thickness
between thewater channel and the vacuum is 4±1 mm,which is consistent with design requirements [2]. The
panel elements will be deep drilled from each end, with the insertion of twisted tape from each side of the
channel, and the drilling stepwill be located away from the position of the peak power density on the
panel [2, 22].

Calculationswith the highest expected heat load show an S-shaped deformation of the central panels with a
maximumout of plane displacement of 3.6 mm.The S-shaped deformation increases the amount of theNB
directly intercepted by the panels, but that remains acceptable at 1%of theNBpower in theworst case
considered [2]. The calculated critical heat flux using the Yagov correlation is 17 MWm−2, significantly above
the calculatedmaximum flux of≈6MWm−2.

7. Cryopumps

Two cryopumpswith an total pumping inlet area of 38 m2 are installed in each injector against the lateral walls of
the beamline vessel. The cryopumps have aflat geometry and each has a length of 8 m, a height of 2.8 m and a
depth of 0.45 m. The high pumping speed per unit area needed to achieve the required pumping speed is realised
by using a customdesigned open structure geometry of the radiation shields and cryopanels [22]. Each pump
contains 8modules, each containing 3 cryopanels, see figure 9, that are coveredwith activated charcoal. The
cryopanels are cooled by supercritical He at 4 bar to between 4.6 and 6.6 K, which can pumpH2 by cryosorption
andD2 by cryocondensation. Fourmain thermal radiation shields protect the cryopanels from the high heat
loads due to thermal radiation. The radiation shields are cooled to between≈80 and 90 Kby a forced flowof
pressurised helium at 1.8 MPa.

The cryopanels, the radiation shield and the associated cryogenic circuits, i.e. several hundred components,
are afirst confinement barrier of the ITERprimary vacuum system.Hence a very reliable and efficient

Figure 8.Cut-away view of the RID.
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fabrication process has been developed and the design of the cryopumphas been optimised to allow
intermediate inspections during the fabrication to achieve the required high level of quality and reliability of the
cryopump. The novelmanufacturing solution used is based on the expansion of SS pipes into aluminium (Al)
extrusion profiles optimised for use between cryogenic temperatures and 400 K [23]. The use of SS pipes
expanded into Al extrusion profiles is a solution that enables standard (high reliability) SSwelding procedures
for all the cooling circuits whichmake up the confinement barrier. The high thermal conductivity of Al, which is
cooled via the coldHeflowing in the SS tubes, allows the required shape of the cryopanels and radiation shields
to be realised.

8. Beamline calorimeter

The beamline calorimeter is located downstreamof the RID. It consists of 2 panels arranged either in aV shape,
such that the panels intercept the beam, or the panels can be rotated so that they sit either side of the beam,
leaving a clear passage for the beam to continue towards the ITER vessel, see figure 10.When the calorimeter
intercepts the beam, theHNB can be operated independently of the operation of themainmachine, which
allows the commissioning, or re-commissioning, of theHNB.

Each calorimeter panel ismade up of a double array of CuCrZr swirl tubes (STs) placed one behind the other;
the rear array covers the gaps between the STs of the front array. The STs intercept the beam at an angle of about
6°with respect to the beam axis. At the location of the calorimeter, the peak heat flux in the beam is
130MWm−2, with a beamlet divergence of 3 mrad, no halo, butwith the beampower reduced so that only
16.5 MW is injected into ITER, and the inclination of the panels with respect to the beamaxis reduces the heat
flux on the tubes to a peak of≈13MWm−2. The 2 panels are eachmade from96 tubes, 20 mm in diameter,
arranged parallel to the beam in 2 arrays so as to overlap vertically by 4 mm, thus effectively forming a panel that
is opaque to the beamparticles. However, some beamparticles can be scattered from the tubes and pass through
the gaps between them, hence thin sheet steel panels aremounted behind the tubes to intercept these.

Each ST is welded to a commonwatermanifold at the beam entrance end of the calorimeter; at the exit end
each front panel tubes is welded to amachined componentwhich connects it to an adjacent back panel tube,
which is welded to a commonwater exitmanifold at the entrance end. Thuswater flows from the entrance,
through the front panel tubes (all in parallel) and returns through the back panel tubes (all in parallel).

Due to the length and diameter of the tubes, they are each supported by a clampmid-way along their length,
whichminimises sagging and low frequency vibrations. At this support, the tubes are bent into an ‘omega’ shape
which allows the 2 straight lengths to expand thermally without creating excessive stress or deformation. The
one sided heating of the tubes causes them to bow inwards towards the beam, resulting in a small increase in the
beam interception angle, and, consequently, power density. Thermally induced fatigue of the tubes has been
assessed based on theworst case predictions of heatflux and a design life of 76 000 full power cycles has been
determined.

The ST panels are hinged at the entrance end such that they can be rotated to be parallel to allow the beam to
pass into the duct leading to the ITER vacuumvessel.Water is supplied to the calorimeter via bellowsmounted

Figure 9.One cryopumpmodule: lhs computer generated 3D view; rhs horizontal sectional schematic of the panels of themodule.
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coaxially with the hinges to allow this rotation.Movement of the panels is effected by a single external pneumatic
motor driving a leadscrew; thatmotion is transferred through the vacuumvessel wall via a remotely replaceable
bellows assembly to an internalmechanism connected to each panel.

In addition to allowing theHNB to be commissioned and conditioned, or re-conditioned, independently of
ITER, the calorimeter is an important beamdiagnostic that permits the beam tilt to be calculated towithin
±1 mrad [24] and an estimate of the beamlet divergence, also towithin about±1 mrad [25]. and the beam
alignment to bemade, and it allows the neutral power to ITER to be assessed.

The power to the calorimeter is readily determined either from the total water flow to the calorimeter and the
temperature of the inlet and outlet water or from the sumof the powers to the tubesmaking up the calorimeter
panels (see below). The power to ITERwill be equal to the power to the calorimeterminus the power lost in the
duct leading to ITER,which has to bemeasured separately.

9. Front end (FE) components

FE components are the components located downstreamof theHNBvacuumvessel. They consist of the FS, the
AV, the vacuumvessel pressure suppression system (VVPSS) box and the drift duct (DD) [26].

9.1. Fast shutter
The FS [26] is located immediately downstreamof theHNBvacuumvessel, just before theAV, and it forms part
of thefirst confinement barrier of the in-vessel radioactive inventory, see figure 11. Its primary purpose is to
minimise the transport of contamination from the tokamak to theHNBvessel. The allmetal FS has amoving
shutter that remains closed at all times except when theNB is being injected into the tokamak.When closed, the
leak-rate through the shutter forD2will be less than 10

−2 Pa m3 s−1 (at 293 K)with a pressure differential across
the shutter of 2000 Pa. That allows regeneration of theHNB cryopumpswith only the FS closedwithout
excessive contamination of the cryopumps in the tokamak vessel. In normal operation the FSwill closewithin
1 s of being commanded to do so, thusminimising contaminant flow from the tokamak to theHNB. The FSwill
be commanded to open just before injection starts and closed immediately after itfinishes, or when a fault event
occurs in either the tokamak, such as a disruption, or in theHNB, such as the rupture of awater pipe.When
regenerating theHNB cryopumps, the FS is closedmore tightly, taking 30 s to close.

Figure 10. (a)Horizontal section of a front (green) and a rear (blue) calorimeter swirl tube and their support structure. (b)Computer
generated 3D view of the calorimeter in the beam interceptionmode.
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9.2. Absolute valve
EachHNBwill be equippedwith an allmetal AV [26] attached to the downstream side of the FS (see figure 12).
TheAVwill be able to isolate theDD, theNBduct and the tokamak vessel from the upstreamparts of theHNB,
allowing the vessels to be vented to atmospheric pressure independently, if required.When the valve is open,
rectangular water cooled shields will automatically be deployed into the valve thatwill protect the uncooled
entrance and exit apertures and the edges of the closure plate from the heat load due to stray beamparticles.

TheAV is connected to the FS on its upstream side and to theVVPSS box on the downstream side. Both
these interfaces consist of similar flangeswith a bore diameter of 1.6 m. Theflanges are a standard design, with
the vacuum sealing between the components achievedwith doublemetal O-rings. TheAV,which is supported
from the floor of theNB cell (see section 13) bymeans of a trolley, will be baked to≈200 °C,which results in
significant expansion of theAV. Consequently, the support trolley incorporates elements with sufficient
compliance to accommodate that expansionwithout transferring significant loads across theflanges to the FS.
The trolley does not constrainmovement in either the axial or transverse directions.

The valve design is a pendulum type valve, with a nominal bore dimension of 1.6 m and an axial length of
0.76 mbetween the outer faces of theAV casing. The overall width of the valve is 3.12 mwith the edge of the
rectangular compartment that houses the closure plate when the valve is closed being 2.14 m from the axis of the
valve opening. The overall height is≈3 m. The closure plate actually consists of 2 plates back to back, each
carryingmetal sealing rings. The interspace between the 2 plates will be pumpedwith the ITER secondary
vacuum system. The valve is rated to sustain a pressure differential of 0.1 MPa across the two plate whilst

Figure 11.Computer generated view of the FS in the closed position viewed from theHNB vessel side.

Figure 12.Computer generated view of theAV in the closed position viewed from theHNBvessel side.
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maintaining a leak rate of<10−7 Pa m3 s−1 (at 293 K), but it canwithstand up to 0.2 MPawithout sustaining any
damage.

9.3. VVPSS box
TheVVPSS box [26] is not strictly a component of theNB injector, but it is connected to theAVon its upstream
side and theDDon its downstream side, see figure 1, so it is part of the beamline. Figure 13 shows an image of the
VVPSS box. The purpose of theVVPSS is to keep the overpressure resulting from an event inside the tokamak
vessel, such as the rupture of awater pipe, to<0.15 MPa and the purpose of theVVPSS box is to direct the hot
gas entering theNBduct from the tokamak to the very largeVVPSS expansion tanks (400 m3).

9.4.Drift duct
TheHNB system incorporates aDD [26] located between theNBduct and theVVPSS boxwhich provides a
flexible connection between the injector vacuumvessel and theNBduct. Themain function of theDD is to
accommodate the expected relative displacement due to thermal expansion of�50 mmbetween theVV and the
upstreamFE components and the injector vacuumvessel. Flexibility is provided by two sets of concentric hydro-
formed bellows in a universal joint configuration; the inner diameter of the inner bellows is 2.064 m. The
bellows is protected from the re-ionisation heat load (see section 11.3) by an actively water-cooled copper alloy
liner (see figure 14).

10.NBduct

TheNBduct, which is 9 m long (see figure 15), connects theDD to the tokamak, and it forms part of the primary
confinement barrier.

The 6 m long part of theNBduct immediately downstreamof theDD consists of a rectangular SS duct (2 m
high, 1.2 mwide) that forms the vacuumbarrier, with a 3 m long, 1.8 mhighwater cooledCu panel attached to
the inside of the left wall (viewed from the beam source). That panel protects the duct wall from re-ionised beam
particles (see section 11.3) that are deflected towards thewall as they pass through the straymagnetic field of
ITER. The total power intercepted on the panel is calculated to be�0.23 MWwith a power density
�0.3 MWm−2.

The last part of the duct, which is attached to the tokamak vacuumvessel consists of a 1.6 mhigh, 1 mwide
rectangular duct that forms the vacuumwall. Inside of which the 30 T duct liner assembly (NS) ismounted. The
NShas tomitigate the neutron damage and heat loads to adjacent components, in particular the
superconducting toroidal field coils and the tokamak vacuumvessel. TheNS ismade of water cooled 316 LN(IG)
SS8, which is up to 200 mm thick. The ratio of steel towater of 9 gives a good attenuation of neutrons from the
ITERplasma.

34 actively cooledCuCrZr duct liner panels are installed inside theNS to protect theNS frombeam that
would otherwise be directly intercepted, and from re-ionised neutrals, see section 11.3.

Figure 13.Computer generated view of the twoVVPSS boxes at the end of theVVPSS line that leads to the largeVVPSS expansion
tanks.

8
316LN(IG) is as 316LNbutwith additional requirements for ITER, e.g. the cobalt contentmust be<0.05%.
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TheNBduct of one of theHNBs (HNB-1) intersects the duct of the adjacent diagnostic NB injector. The
squarewindows in theHNBduct at the intersection are protected by an arrangement of actively cooledCuCrZr
cladding to dissipate the heat from the directly intercepted fraction of the diagnostic beam,which is calculated to
have power densities of�2.2 MWm−2.

Ifmaintenance of the duct liner panels is necessary itmust be carried out by remote handling. The limited
access, combinedwith the need to cut and re-weldmany of thewater connections of the panels, presented severe
challenges, which have led to afinal design that allows only rather lowpower counter-injection (<3MW)9 That
arises because for ‘counter’ injection the direction of the plasma current and all themagnetic fields of ITERwill
be reversed, whichmeans that the re-ionised beamatomswill followmirror image of the trajectories in the stray
field of ITERduring co-injection. Thatwould lead to power deposition in areas of the FE components and the
NBduct that are not sufficiently well cooled to copewith the expected power.

Figure 14.Computer generated cut-away view of theDD and theDD liner.

Figure 15.Computer generated cut-away elevation of the FE components and theNBduct forHNB-1. The false colourmaps shown
on the various components are for power deposited by directly intercepted and re-ionised beamparticles. Those are for illustration
only; the power density scaling is not the same for all themaps.

9
Only ‘co-injection’ is presently planned on ITER, i.e. the injected beamwill be parallel to the plasma current at the tangency point.

Counter-injectionmeans that the injected beamwill be travelling in the opposite direction to the plasma current at the tangency point. The
indicatedmaximumpower for counter injection is a conservative limit. The actual allowable power can be determined experimentally
on ITER.
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11. Calculations of the power deposition on the FE components and theNBduct

Power can be deposited on the FE components and theNBduct by direct interception of beamparticles and by
re-ionisedD0 [27]. Direct interception of theNBby the lateral walls of the FE component and theNBduct is
negligible as they are screened by thewalls of the neutraliser andRID channels. Direct interception by the top or
bottomof the FE components and theNBduct is low due to the height of the FE components and duct and the
screening by the cooled scraper at the exit of theHNB vessel (not described here) exceptwhen the beam is tilted
upwards or downwards to themaximumextent,±10 mrad10.More significantly, power can also be deposited
on the FE components and theNBduct by beam atoms that have been ‘re-ionised’ by collisions with the
background gas; see equation (3) in section 5.1 The re-ionised particles will be deflected onto components
downstreamof theRIDby the strayfield from the tokamak. The rate of re-ionisation at a given position along
the beampath depends on the reionisation cross sections and the local gas density, and the reionisation power
loads depend on the re-ionised particle trajectories after they are created, which is a function of the stray
magnetic field from the tokamak along the beampath.

The power deposition is calculated using the BTR code [28], which calculates both the direct interception of
theNB and the loads due to the deposition of the re-ionised particles. BTR requires as input the straymagnetic
field along the beampath and the initial gas density along the beampath from the exit of theHNBvessel to the
entrance to the tokamak.

11.1. Gas density distribution
TheMonteCarloGas Flow code [29] has been used to calculate the residual gas profiles in theHNBbeam lines
taking into account all gas sources in the injector and between the injector and the tokamak, which are initially
gas from the beam source and the neutraliser, the gas created from the charged beam fraction dumped in the
RID, and the gas from the tokamak. In the case of one ofHNB-1, theHNBduct and the duct of the adjacent
diagnosticNB injector intersect and the gasflow to/fromone injector to the other has also to be taken into
account. Once injection starts gas is also desorbed from surface directly intercepting beamparticles and/or re-
ionised particles, whichmodifies the gas profile, and hence the re-ionisation probability distribution along the
beampath. An iterative procedure is used to determine the final gas distribution [27].

11.2. Straymagneticfield from ITER
The straymagnetic field from ITER changes with the operating scenario and also during a pulsewith a given
operating scenario, and the trajectories of re-ionised particles changes as themagnetic field changes. Therefore it
has been necessary to calculate the stray field for all the foreseen operationalmodes of ITER and for different
times during the ITERpulse, e.g. for the tokamak operating withH,He,D andD-T plasmas and for the entire
range of foreseen plasma currents (poloidalfield configurations) in ITER.

11.3. Re-ionisation losses and power to theHNBbeamline components
The trajectories of re-ionised particles depend on the beam species and energy as well as themagnetic and
electric fields along the beampath, so the calculated reionisation loss between the entrance of the RID and the
entrance to the ITERplasma for both the 1MeVD0 and 870 keVH0 beams have beenmade for the various
foreseen operational phases of themachine. The losses are typically 7%of the beam leaving theHNBvacuum
vessel. For those calculations re-ionisation cross sections 30%higher than those recommended in [30]were
assumed in order to accommodate possible inaccuracies in the cross sectionmeasurements. Figure 15 shows, for
the case ofHNB-1, the power density distribution patterns on different components obtained fromBTR.

12.HNBvacuumvessel

TheHNB injector beam source and the beam line components are contained inside a steel vessel [31]. For
convenience ofmanufacturing and of assembly this vessel is split in twomain sections: the BSV and the beam
line vessel (BLV). The BLV is 10.3 m long, 4.6 mwide and 3.8 mhighwith aweight of 47 t. The BSV is 4.9 m long,
5 mwide and 5.3 mhigh, with aweight of 38 t. Thematerial of both vessels is a low activation SS [31]. The BSV
contains the beam source and the BLV contains the beamline components (see figure 1).When completed with
the BLV lid, the high-voltage bushing (not described in this paper), and the FE components the assembly
constitutes the primary vacuumboundary of ITER and it is part of the ITERfirst confinement barrier.

10
Themaximumrequired tilt of the beam is±9 mrad, but as the accuracywithwhich the tilt is determined is≈±1 mrad, itmust be

assumed that the beammight actually be tilted by up to±10 mrad.
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The BLV lid can be opened by the remote handlingmechanism attached to one of the pillars in theNB cell to
allow access for repair or replacement of the beamline components.

The BSVdoor, which allows the beam source to be repaired or exchanged, isfitted to a frame at the back of
the BSV. The only routine servicing operation foreseen is the replacement of theCs ovens, whichwill be carried
out by remote handling, without opening the BSVdoor.

13.NB cell

TheHNBs and theDiagnosticNB Injector are to be located in the neutral beam cell (NB cell), which is an
11 000 m3 room in the ITER tokamak building. TheNB cell also hosts other systems like theVVPSS boxes and
lines, the remote handling systems for theHNBs, all the cooling pipes and cable trays for theHNBs, some
diagnostics systems etc. A computer generated view of theNB cell when themaximumof 3HNBs and the
diagnostic injector are installed is shown infigure 16.

TheNB cell is connected to the hot cell building via a dedicated corridor used to evacuate and enter newNB
components in case ofmaintenance [32]. The thickness of the rearwall of theNBhas to be sufficient to ensure
shielding against the radiation from the tokamak through theHNBducts, FE components and theHNBvessel.

14. Remotemaintenance

The components of theHNBs have to bemaintained using remote handling equipment [33] as the dose rate in
theNB cell duringmaintenance is calculated to be too high to allowhuman access, and remotemaintenance
requirements have had a significant impact on the design of theHNBs. The following are some examples of the
impact of remotemaintenance on theHNBbeam source.

• The interfacing features on the beam source are designed such that themaximumweight and the position of
the centre of gravity is compatible with transport of the beam source by themonorail crane and to be able to
accept all possible loads during themaintenance operation such as an earthquake during transport with the
crane (see figure 17 lhs).

• The beam source hasmany supply lines, for coolingwater, RF power, HV voltages, source gas etc, and the
design of the beam sourcemust ensure that all connections are accessible, and compliant with, the foreseen
remote handling tools. For example the latter restricts the choice of the diameters of the cooling and gas lines
as the number of automatic cutting andwelding devices is limited. In addition adequate spacemust bemade
available around the cutting/welding positions to accommodate the remote handling device (see
figure 17 rhs).

• Bolted connections, such as for the bus-bars supplying the current through the PG,must allow space for, and
incorporate, trapped bolts and somemeans of aligning the new and old connections so that the bolts can be
successfully tightened.

Figure 16.Computer generated view of theNB cell with 3HNBs and the diagnostic injector installed.
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15. Influence of the nuclear environment of ITERon the design

Nuclear analysis, safety and the licensing process are essential parts of the design process for the ITERHNBs, and
they have a significant impact on design choices for the operation,maintenance and decommissioning of the
injectors. This imposes constraints on the design, and itmeans that the designmustminimisemaintenance, and
failure ratesmust be very lowover the 20 years of ITER operations.

The injectors will bemaintained by remote handling systems, with some, very limited, hands-on
maintenance as the calculated radiation levels in theNB cell will preclude any extensivemanned interventions.
The design has had to ensure accessibility for all the foreseen remote handling tools and the transport of
activated components that have to be replaced from theNB cell to the hot cell buildingwhere theywill be stored
and prepared for disposal.

On ITER, a period of 2weekswill be imposed before anymaintenance operation is carried out in order to
allow the decay of short lived radioisotopes. The dose rate after that period is called the shut-down dose rate
(SDDR). A detailedmodel of the injector and its components in theNB cell has been used in the analysis of the
radiation levels in theNB cell to ensure that the SDDR in any areawhere hands-on intervention is needed is
below the limit defined by the safety requirements forman access (100 μSv h−1).Many calculations have been
necessary to identify the origin of high dose rates and to assess the efficiency of any additional shielding used to
reduce those SDDRs. Those analyses resulted inmany design changes, for example the activation of the soft iron
magnetic shielding around each injector (not discussed in this paper)was found to be one of themain sources of
high dose rates. Filling the interspace between the layers of soft ironwith 100 mmof polyethylene and covering
the external face with 10–25 mmof lead reduced the SDDR in the cell to<100 μSv h−1 in all areas where human
access is required.

Radiation can also damage electronics, components and sensors, and corrupt signals. These effects can
appear either instantaneously or over a period of time due to an accumulation of ionisation or atomic
displacements. This hasmeant that all electronic etc have been removed from theNB cell.

16. Summary and acknowledgments

Although the principles of aNB injector are straightforward, the engineering and physics of theHNBs is
complex, and this paper gives only an overview of themain features of the design of the heatingNBof ITER.
(Although they are very important for the operation etc of theHNBs, the power supply, water cooling system,
magnetic field reduction system and theHVbushing are not described here.)

The design ofHNBs has required the contribution of awide number of scientists and engineers at the ITER
Organization; IRFM,CEA,Cadarache, France; Consorzio RFX, Padova, Italy; IPPGarching, Germany; CCFE,
Abingdon,UK; the EuropeanDomestic Agency (Fusion for Energy), Barcelona, Spain; National Institutes for

Figure 17. Lhs: beam source being transported by themonorail crane. Rhs: remote handlingmanipulator cutting (orwelding) awater
supply pipe of the beam source.
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QuantumandRadiological Science andTechnology, Naka, Japan; and the JapaneseDomestic Agency of ITER.
The authors therefore wish to acknowledge the contributions and thank them for their cooperation.

The views and opinions expressed herein do not necessarily reflect those of the ITEROrganization.
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